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IN BRIEF

This volume of the LLE Review covers the three-month period January-March
1993. The OMEGA laser facility was decommissioned during this quarter to
make room for the OMEGA Upgrade laser facility. The decommissioning is
described in this volume. Electron thermal transport in the corona and laserirradiation uniformity are related issues for direct-drive laser fusion. Thermal
transport can affect the laser-irradiation uniformity requirements. The status of
Fokker-Planckmodeling of electron transport at LLEis reviewed and is followed
by a description of a new technique for achieving high laser uniformity using
zero-correlation phase masks. The use of fast, optically triggered, superconducting
opening switches can, in principle, reduce the peak electrical load requirements
of systems like the OMEGA Upgrade. Recent research in this area is described.
The last three articles discuss vacuum ultraviolet and x-ray emission from shortpulse, laser-matter interactions. The generation of a high spectral brightness,
picosecond K,source is described.Thesubsequent articles describethe generation
of high-order harmonics of a high-intensity laser system in low-density, laseratom interactions and the novel gas target used.
Highlights of the research reported in this issue include
The SPARK Fokker-Planck code is described in detail. It incorporates
fluid ions and solves for transport on either a two-dimensional (2-D)
Eulerian grid or aone-dimensional(1-D) Lagrangian grid. Simulations of
a laser-driven CH foil in 1-D planar geometry and of laser filamentation
in a 2-D planar plasma are presented.
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Phase plates have been used in laser fusion to produce a well-defined, farfield intensity envelope that is relatively independent of the input-beam
profile. Superposed on this envelope is unwanted, highly modulated
speckle from the interference of the different phase-plate elements. A
technique for choosing the phase-plate elements (in combination with
polarization rotation) such that these intensity fluctuations approach zero
in the limit of plane-wave, near-field irradiation is presented.
High-T,, superconducting thin films are used in a new type of opening
switch. The superconducting film screens the magnetic flux linkage
between the primary and secondary coils of a transformer. Short laser
pulses are used to trigger the transition of the superconductor to its normal
state, allowing the flux produced in the primary current to couple to the
secondary. Experiments haveconfirmed the feasibility of this inductively
coupled switch, and rise times of 50 ns have been observed for thc
secondary voltage pulse.
Strong K, emission is observed from a plasma produced by a highintensity-contrast, picosecond, p-polarized laser pulse. The K, emission
is found to be induced by hot electrons having a temperature of around 5
keV and canying up to 20% of the laser energy.
The angular distributions of high-order harmonics generated in lowdensity gas targets of Xe, Kr, and Ar have been measured. In this
experiment, the phase-matching effects are minimized. It is found that
most of the harmonic angular distributions show a central region similar
to that predicted by lowest-order perturbation theory.
A thin (1-rnm), low-pressure (<l-T) gas target for high-order, harmonicgeneration experiments has been developed. It operates on the principle
of free molecular flow rather than the principle of viscous flow, as does
a gas jet. The device is a small, cylindrical, double-ended hole through
which the focused laser beam passes. Monte-Carlo simulations of the
density and flow of the gas within the nozzle are in good agreement with
the experimental measurements of the gas-density profile.
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PUBLICATIONS AND CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

The OMEGA laser system was decommissioned during January-March 1993.
The cover photographs show the laser bay before (left) and near the end of the
decommissioning.The above photograph shows the target mirror structure after
the vacuum chamber and diagnostics were removed. The structure was
subsequently disassembled.

Section 1
OMEGA Decommissioning

On 18 December 1992 the final shot was fired on the OMEGA laser system.
OMEGA was then decommissioned during the first quarter of 1993 to make
room for the OMEGA upgrade.' The decommissioning task was completed on
10 February 1993, several weeks ahead of schedule.
The operational OMEGA system was surrounded by 15 years' worth of
storage. Every area planned for use by the OMEGA Upgrade was occupied with
experimental hardware, documentation storage, and spare parts. The first task
was to establish a schedule for decommissioning that would be integrated with
the facility modification plan. This task was estimated to take approximately 14
weeks. The second task was the selection of the team to execute the
decommissioning plan. This team brought together the expertise of the operations
group with the OMEGA Upgrade engineering team for each critical area to be
decommissioned. The plan was generated and reviewed with the directors, team
roles and responsibilities were outlined, tools and storage material were procured,
storage areas were defined, and a rigging contractor was selected.
The concern for safety was always utmost in the planning and each task was
evaluated to insure that the correct procedure was used and appropriate equipment
handling was available.
The readiness planning paid off as the execution went well and safely, the
teams were swift, and area by area was cleared and cleaned.
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OMEGA Decommissioning
The following is a summary of the structures, components, and miscellaneous
material removed from the facility to make room for the OMEGA Upgrade:
250 skids (4 ft x 4 ft wooden pallets) each containing approximately 64
cu ft. of material weighing 500 pounds;
Six dumpsters (30 cu yd.) for metal scrap;
Ten dumpsters (30 cu yd.) for material scrap;

I1

16,000 sq. ft. used for structures and components storage at the Center for
Optoelectronics and Imaging and Boulter Carting Co.;
140,000 lb of structures for metal salvage.
Excluding the 140,000 Ib of structures that were scrapped, the total volume of
material stored or scrapped via dumpsters is equal to approximately 109,000cu ft.
The material in storage was inventoried into the vault via the property-control
process. Material and components intended for reuse in the OMEGA Upgrade
design were assigned six-digit identification numbers that will be used to retrieve
the hardware when required for assembly into the Upgrade program.
The early closure of the decommissioning allowed the facility contractor to
start the internal building modifications at an early date, which in turn will
enhance the overall OMEGA Upgrade schedule. The excellent effort put forth
by the decommissioning team coupled with the cooperative spirit of all the LLE
staff was key to the success of this effort.
The preparation and planning for the integration of the OMEGA Upgrade
system is now well underway. Building modifications are proceeding and
supporting the start date for structures installation on 23 August 1993.
REFERENCES
1. LLE Review 39, 1 14 (1989).
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Section 2
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS
2.A

Fokker-Planck Modeling of Electron Transport

Just over a decade ago Bell et al.' produced one of the first Fokker-Planck (FP)
simulations of electron-energy transport in an idealized laser-produced plasma.
As a result of improvements in numerical techniques and computational speeds
available from modem computers, it is now possible to routinely run FP codes
~~
under conditions directly relevant to inertial confinement fusion ( I C F ) . ~The
relevance of such simulations is that ICF plasmas can exhibit conditions where
is inadequate.
classical fluid transport the0ry~3~
Well-known manifestations of the breakdown of fluid theory occur in the
presence of strong temperature gradients, where the Spitzer-Hbn (SH) heat
flow q s =~-KSHVT (KSHbeing the SH thermal conductivity and Tthe electron
temperature) overestimates the magnitude of the maximum heat flux and fails to
predict the preheat caused by long-mean-free-path electrons ahead of the main
heat front.' Although the first inadequacy can be overcome to some extent by
limiting the heat flow to some fraction f of its "free-streaming" limit qf,' i.e.,
q = qsH /(I + IqSHl/f q f ) , the second one can only be properly corrected by
means of a nonlocal heat-transport model such as the FP equation.

A more subtle heat-flow reduction effect has also been shown to arise9 even
for arbitrarily small levels of heat flow (i.e.,lqsHl <<fqf), provided that
the characteristic wavelength of the temperature modulation is less than about
200 he, where he is the delocalization length or mean free path of a thermal
e l e ~ t r o n . ~ ~This
' ~ ~ phenomenon
"
has been shown to have important consequences for laser filamentation instabilities,1° as confirmed by recent simulations
, ~ . 'to~ stimulated Brillouin scattering.13-l5
of e ~ ~ e r i m e n t s and
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This article addresses some of the computational issues involved in solving
the FP equation. Particular emphasis will be given to the development of codes
applicable to laser-fusion problems of the type previously mentioned. The FP
equation is first introduced; the two-dimensional (2-D) electron FPcode(SPARQ
is described; this is followed by numerical simulations and a discussion of future
directions.

The Fokker-Planck Equation
The Fokker-Planck equation for Coulomb collisions between species a and b
with respective distribution functionsfa (r,v ,t) andfb (r, v, t ) can be written as16

where

and

where V is the configuration space gradient operator, Vv is the velocity space
gradient operator, In A is the Coulomb logarithm (for simplicity assumed to be
the same for both particles), e is magnitude of the electronic charge, Za and Zb
are the respective charge numbers of particles a and b, and ma and mb are their
respective masses. The left-hand side of Eq. (1) (usually known as the Vlasov
part) represents the collisionless transport of particle a in the presence of an
accelerating field Z,eElm,, but in the absence of magnetic field effects. The
collisional term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) assumes the dominance of
small-angle scattering, which implies that In A >> 1.

The SPARK Code
The basic philosophy behind the SPARKcode has been to provide an efficient
and robust way of solving the FP equation.'7,'8 Its main purpose has been to
study nonlocal heat-transport problems of interest to ICF.
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SPARK is not unlike a standard hydrodynamic code, in that it solves the fluid
equation for the ions (mass and momentum conservation) and the energy
equation for the electrons (neglecting ion-thermal effects). However, the latter
is modeled by the FP equation instead of a fluid equation with SH heat flow.
Current versions of the code neglect the effects of magnetic fields and allow
for one-dimensional (1-D) Lagrangian transport in planar, cylindrical, or spherical
geometry, and 2-D Eulerian transport in either planar or cylindrical geometry.
The 2-D version incorporates a paraxial wave-equation approach for laser light
transport.12 In all versions, the fluid-transport equations (with SH electron heat
flow) are solved in parallel so as to assess the importance of kinetic effects and
provide for an accuracy check of the FP code in the collisional limit.
Basic Equations
The electron FPequation solved in SPARKincludesan inverse-bremsstrahlung
heating source. l 9 By defining the distribution function in the reference frame of
the fluid ions (of velocity ui), and using the expansion f = fo + v fl 1 v , Eq. (1)
becomes
1.

.

where v, is the electron oscillatory velocity in the laser field,
a = e ~ l m , , a = - ( a , l n f o ) l v , $=-Vln fo, and X = v 2 / 3 ~ e i *Here,
.
we
have introduced an effective e-i collision frequency defined by
vei* = (4nneZ* ( e 2 I me12in A I v3, where Z* =
an average of the ion species), and ( = (z*+
is a factor that
gives rise to the"exactm SH heat flow (for arbitrary Z) whenfois a ~ a x w e l l i a n . ~ . ~ ~
The terms in Eq. (4) can be identified as (a) hydrodynamic advection and
compression, (b) electron transport in configuration space, (c) ohmic heating, (d)
e-e thermalization, (e) laser heating, and (f) heating caused by ion viscosity. The
computational strategy for dealing with these various terms will be discussed.
Twoimportant moments of Eq. (4)arethe particle density moment ( 4 n l duv2)
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and the energy-density moment (2nmeJ dvv4)

where n, = 4nJ dvv2fo is the electron number density, p = ( 4 n 13)Jdvv 4 fo is
the electron pressure, and sib and hVisare the respective inverse-bremsstrahlung
and viscous heating. In deriving Eqs. (5) and (6) we have enforced quasineutrality by imposing zero current in the plasma. This condition allows us to
calculate the electric field as follows:

An alternative approach for calculating the electric field would be to adopt the
implicit-moment method,21where one would use charge conservation and the
Poisson equation to solve for E = -VO .Although this method has been found
to improve charge neutrality in FP calculations, it has only a negligible effect on
the thermal transport results.17
Conservation of ion density and total momentum (assuming cold ions) is
given by

and

respectively, where PF is the ponderomotive force and QVisis the artificial
viscosity.22

2. The Alternating-Direction-Implicit (ADI) Method of Solution
The aim of the AD1 method is to provide a time-implicit solution of a
multidimensional differential equation by splitting it into l-D equations,23,24
which can then be efficiently solved. For a differential equation of the type

where F,, F,,, and F , are operators in x, y, and v, the scheme becomes

I
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and

af

")

- f 1At and introduced
Here we have differenced in time as 1at = (f
the implicitness parameter 0, such that Eqs. (I la)-(1 lc) combined become
when
, 0 = 112 (like the Cranck-Nicolson scheme).
accurate to o ( A ~ ) ~

To put the FPEq. (4) into the form of Eq. (lo), we first assume (without loss
of generality) that the distribution f, is a function of x, y, and v and neglect the
hydrodynamic contribution [term ( a ) in Eq. (4)]. Since the hydrodynamics
usually evolves on a much longer time scale than the electron thermal transport,
its contribution can be treated separately.

f,) are weak
Next, we assume that operators Fx(f0), Fy(fo), and FV(
functions off,. To deal with the nonlinearities we may choose to (a) iterate at
each time step by starting with Fn = F(fOn)
; (b) use a predictor step

followed by iteration;" or (c) linearize the operator as follows:25

The choice between these various options becomes particularly important when
dealing with the e-e thermalization [term (d), Eq. (4)], as will be discussed.
The remaining problem withEq. (4) lies in the E-field terms. Not only are they
nonlinear [see Eq. (7)], but they also involve mixed derivatives like
f,, a,a, f,, ... that cannot easily be incorporated into the AD1 scheme. A
way around this difficulty has been found by introducing the coefficients a(&)
and P(fo) in Eq. (4), which are then treated as time invariant over a time step
With this transformation the FPequation can be expressed in the form of Eq. (lo),
where F,, Fy, and F, are convection-diffusion operators.

axa,

To difference Eq. (4) (in the 2-D Eulerian version of SPARK), the distribution
function is defined on an orthogonal grid f;,k,i = fo(vj, x ~ , ~where
] , the
indices j = 1, ..., J, k = 1, ..., K, and 1 = 1, ..., L, denote cell centers. The cell
boundaries are defined by vj+l;2 = (vj + v , + ~ ) 2,
/ ... , and the cell sizes (not
, . In the 1-D Lagrangian
necessarily uniform) by Avj = (vj+l12- v , - ~ , ~ ) ...
version, a mesh-centered grid is used in configuration space.27

3. Hydrodynamic Transport
Since the hydrodynamic evolution of the plasma is normally slow compared
with the thermal-transport processes, we are able to solve the left-hand side of
Eq. (4) separately. In the 2-D Eulerian version of SPARK we adopt a standard
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donor-cell scheme22 for the convective terms in Eqs. (4), (8), and (9) and set
Q,,, = 0. (However, if one wishes to model sharp density gradients and shocks,
a less-diffusive numerical scheme would be desirable.)
In the I -D Lagrangian version, the fluid equations (8) and (9)are solved in the
frame of the ions, by introducing the total derivative d / dr = (3 / at + ui .V ).22
The left-hand side of Eq. (4) is solved in the form3

ftfl - fan +-d(ln n i ) ---D 3 (In f
:)
At

dt

[3

du

]fon=O'

where we have made use of the continuity equation V .u i= -d(lnni) l dt .

-

In both Eulerian and Lagrangian versions of the code the transformation
in
/ f j _ , ) ] 2auj.
l
This formulation gives rise to zero truncation error for a Maxwell~anand has
been found to minimize departures from quasi-neutrality.

3 ,fa = /,a,, ln f, has been used, where

[a, /,Ij

4. Electron Transport in Configuration Space
Theelectron transport inconfiguration space [term (b) in Eq. (4)] is differenced
in conservative form as follows:

Here, the boundary values off are calculated using an interpolation formula
of type
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(and similarly for

fj,k,l+l/2 ), where

E j , k + l / 2 , 1 = [I -sign(ax,k+l/2./ax,k+l/2,1)]~2

-

ensures up-wind differencing for the convection term V (aaf,).
The respective values of u ~ , ~ and
+ ~ ~~, k,+ /~ / 2are
, / obtained from

[using Eq. (7)] and

5. e-e Thermalization
In the absence of thermal transport and external heating, the usual timeimplicit difference version of Eq. (4) is28

which, with the appropriate boundary conditions, conserves particle numbers
exactly. Following the Chang-Cooper method,28 we use

where

and wj+112 = Av,+1/2CJ+1~2
/ D,+112 .Thistypeofweightinghasbeendesigned
to preserve positivity and provide the correct equilibrium solution for f,.

)

In order to conserve energy, the ~ ( ~ v ~sum
u of, the
~ right-hand side of
o nshown,
~ ~ through integration by parts, that
Eq. (19) has to vanish. ~ a n ~ d has
this can be achieved by calculating the collisional terms as follows:
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and
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6. Ohmic Heating
The ohmic-heating term [term (c) in Eq. (4)] is differenced in conservative
form as follows:

~ ~as, the coefficients a and b, are
where the interpolation formula f ~ r f j +as~well
calculated as previously shown.
Although the ohmic-heating term is normally included in FP
simulations,
Town and ell^^ recently suggestedthat since its net heating
contribution vanishes for a zero-current plasma, its effect on the thermal
transport might be negligible. For all SPARK simulations considered, this
hypothesis appears to be true.
17,30s3

Viscous Heating
The total energy density deposited in the plasma, as a result of the viscous
pressure Qvis[Eq. (9)],is given by hvis = -Qvi,V ui . Since the ions are assumed
cold, this energy is transferred directly to the electrons [Eq. (6)]. In the FP
equation, we achieve this by introducing a collision operation [term (n,Eq. (4)]
with a coefficient of the form
7.

Simulations
To illustrate the capabilities of SPARK, we consider two simulations.The first
one is of the I -D evolution of a laser-driven planar CH foil, and the second
one is of the interaction of a spatially modulated laser beam on a 2-D planar
CH plasma.
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1. Laser-Driven CH Foil in 1-D Planar Geometry
The simulation considered here applies to Rayleigh-Taylor instability
experiments performed at L L N L . ~
It ~models a CH foil illuminated by 527-nm
laser light, with 1-ns linear rise followed by a 2-11s flat section.

For our initial conditions we assume an 18-pm, fully ionized CH plasma at a
temperature of 0.5 eV. The peak laser intensity is chosen to be 5 x l0I3 w/cm2.
SPARK is run in 1-D planar geometry, on a Lagrangian mesh, with the full
linearized version of the e-e collision operator [Eq. (19a)l. The configuration
space mesh uses 150 zones, and the velocity mesh uses 35 feathered zones, with
A V ~ /+Avj
~ = 1.11 and V J = 266 v, (where v , is the initial thermal velocity of
the electrons).
Figure 54.1 shows the (a) temperature and (b) density profiles (solid curves)
near the ablation front, 2 ns after the start of the laser pulse. The laser is incident
from the right, and z = 0 corresponds to the initial position of the target's rear
surface. Using a fixed At = 0.5 ps, the run took 15 min in CPU time on a CRAY
Y-MP with an overall energy-conservation error of 1%.
For comparison, Fig. 54.1 also plots (dashed curves) the results based on the
fluid-electron equation with SH heat flow [Eq. (6)].From the temperature curves
we note that the fluid model predicts excessive penetration of the main heat front,
yet fails to predict the preheat at the rear of the target. This preheat, which is
caused by long-mean-free-path electrons coming from the 1.5-keV corona, then
has the effect of decompressing the target, as seen by the broader density profile
in Fig. 54.l(b).

Fig. 54.1
Plotsof(a) temperature in eV and (b)dcnsity ing ~ r n as
- ~functionsof spatial position z (pm) relative to the initial
target surface. Solid curves correspondtoFP simulation,dashedcurves to SH simulation(withideal gasequation
of state, full ionization, and no radiation transport), and dash-dotted curves to LILAC simulation (with real
equation of state, self-consistentionization, and radiation transport).

I

I
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Since the target's acceleration is found to be unaffected by the nonlocal
transport, the main implication of these results to hydrodynamic stability is a
reduction in peak density and a corresponding increase in ablation velocity (V,),
which is plotted in Fig. 54.2 as a function of time. The reduction in the Rayleigh-

I

I

I

I

U

Plot of ablation velocity V, in cm s-1 as a
funct~onoftime(ns).Curvesare identifiedas in
Fig. 54. I .

However, the comparison previously made may be somewhat exaggerated
because SPARKneglects radiation transport and ionization physics. To assess the
relative importance of these effects, the LILAC hydrocode (at LLE) has been run
under the same conditions (with no flux limit), but including a Thomas-Fenni
equation of state, ionization from astrophysical tables, and radiation transport.
The corresponding ablation-region profiles are plotted in Fig. 54.1, and V , is
plotted in Fig. 54.2 (dash-dotted curves). As observed, there is a significant
impact from the additional physical effects included in LILAC. From this we may
deduce that an accurate modeling of the experiments should include not only
nonlocal heat transport, but also radiation and ionization effects.
2.

Laser Filamentation in a 2-D Planar Plasma
where a
Laser-filamentation experiments have been reported by
1.06-pm laser beam with a 100-ps pulse length was intentionally modulated in
space and made to interact with a preformed underdense CH plasma. These
experiments have been successfully simulatedusing SPARK.^ Recently, however,
i s ~that~ Young's experiments should have been linearly
Rose and ~ u ~ oclaimed
stable to filamentation growth, by virtue of the finite f-number effects of the
interaction beam. The motivation for the present simulations is, partly, to address
this problem.
The simulation conditions have been describedin detail by Epperlein and short?
The plasma has an initial temperature of 0.8 keV, a uniform density in thex-y plane,
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and a parabolic density profile in the z direction, with a peak of one-quarter critical
density at z = 0. The interaction beam is spatially modulated in thex direction, with
a wavelength of 40 ym, a peak intensity I, of 5 x 1 0 ' ~w/cm2, and pulse width of
100 ps. Its propagation is calculated via the paraxial wave equation, and the
convergence effect caused by the finitef number is modeled by using a spherical
phase front with focus at x = 0.j6 SPARK is run in 2-D planar geometry on a
Eulerian mesh with Ar = 1 ym, A: = 20 yrn, Au = 0.7u,, and At = 0.01 ps.
Figure 54.3 shows the surface plot of the normalized laser intensity NI, at the
peak of the pulse with fl- andy2 optics and FP and SH thermal transport. The
SPARK simulation took 80 min in CPU time on a CRAY Y-MP with an overall
energy conservation error of 0.1%.
Fig. 54.3
Surface plots of normalized laser intensity 111,
with (a) FP transport and+, (b) SH transport
andflm, (c) FP transport andj72, and (d) SH
transport andfl2.

Comparison between FP and SH simulations confirms previous results that
n ~ n l o c a lheat transport enhances the laser filamentation rate.1°,12 More
importantly, we find that the convergence effect caused by they2 lens actually
enhances the level of self-focusing, with the filaments following the ray
trajectories, as observed experimentally.37
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Discussion and Conclusions
This article has shown that it is possible to write an efficient electron-FP, ionfluid code to investigate 1-D and 2-D transport problems of interest to ICF.
Briefly, to achieve this aim the FP equation is first simplified by means of a twoterm angular expansion of the electron-distribution function, and the resultant
equation is then solved via an AD1 scheme.The SPARKcode, which incorporates
this approach, has been described in detail.
There are currently two main approximations in SPARK: it assumes a full
ionization and it neglects radiation effects. Although these approximations may
hold well in the hot, underdense corona of a laser-driven ICF pellet, the effects
of ionization and radiation could be significant in the cold matter ahead of the
main heat front. The implications of ionization effects, real equation of state, and
radiation have already been demonstrated in Fig. 54.1, for the case of SH thermal
transport. Within the FPformalism, the atomic physics would be incorporated in
the form of additional collision operators that would model such processes as
excitation, ionization, and recombination.
Another possible improvement to SPARK would be to introduce spatial mesh
rezoning in 2-D transport simulations. This capability would allow for
investigations of thermal smoothing and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
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Using Zero-Correlation Phase Masks
Laser fusion requires highly uniform target irradiation to minimize development
of hydrodynamic instabilities. ~ a n d o m p h a s e ~ l a t e have
s ' , ~ been used routinely
to provide a uniform far-field intensity envelope on target that is relatively
independent of the input-beam profile. However, superposed on this envelope is
highly modulated speckle from the interference among different phase-plate
elements. Once a sufficiently large plasma atmosphere has developed around
the target, the effects of speckle will be greatly reduced, as nonuniformities in
laser-energy deposition will be smoothed by thermal conduction within the
target. However, prior to that stage, the irradiation nonuniformities will imprint
themselves on the target surface. The resulting surface deformation will act as a
"seed" for growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor hydrodynamic instability that can
preclude a high-density compression and high thermonuclear yield. Beamsmoothing t e ~ h n i ~ u ehave
s ~ . ~been developed to change the speckle pattern
in time and produce a relatively smooth, time-averaged intensity profile. The
main issue is whether the intensity modulations are reduced on a fast-enough
time scale to prevent significant beam imprinting on a target in the early stages
of irradiation.
Uniformity during the onset of irradiation is more easily addressed for laser
configurations such as the OMEGA
for which the early-time "foot"
of the pulse is spatially separated from the main part of the pulse. (For the
OMEGA Upgrade, the foot pulse will contain less than 10% of the pulse energy.
It will co-propagate with the main pulse through the same beamlines but occupy
only the inner 20%-30% of the aperture radius.) Because of the physical
separation between these parts of the pulse, it is possible to apply additional
uniformity techniques to the foot pulse that might not be appropriate for the
larger, more-energetic main portion of the beam. The strategies discussed here
have been specifically designed for the foot pulse to achieve the higher levels of
uniformity required at the onset of target irradiation.
To obtain the higher uniformity, we have developed a technique for choosing
the phase-plate elements (in combination with polarization rotation) such that
the speckle intensity modulations, normally produced from a phase plate, are
instantaneously zero, at least in the limit of plane-wave, near-field irradiation.
Such phase plates are referred to here as zero-correlation masks (ZCM). For a
beam with small phase aberrations, the far-field intensity fluctuations around the
envelope will also be small. However, for large phase aberrations the resulting
speckle modulation will be the same as for a random phase plate. Some strategies
for reducing the sensitivity of a ZCM to phase aberrations and to other near-field
imperfections will be discussed.

Zero-Correlation Mask
A key ingredient for forming a ZCM is polarization rotation across one-half
of the phase-plate elements. The interference patterns produced by each of the
polarization directions are chosen to be complementary, such that the intensity
peaks of one exactly fill the valleys of the other. More formally, the phases are
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distributed such that the sum of the autocorrelalion functions for the two degrees
of polarization are exactly zero for each spatial wavelength of nonunifonnity.
An algorithm for generating ZCM's is described in Ref. 6.
A comparison between the far-field intensity patterns for a random phase
plate and a ZCM is shown in the computer simulations of Figs. 54.4(a) and
54.4(b). Both cases used a 32 x 32 phase plate with phase elements of either
Oor n.Both plates were uniformly illuminated and had a 90" polarization rotation
across one-half of the elements. The only difference is that in Fig. 54.4(a) the
phases were chosen randomly, and in Fig. 54.4(b) the phases were chosen
according to the ZCM algorithm of Ref. 6.
The smooth intensity profile calculated for the ZCM in Fig. 54.4(b) requires
a very delicate balance among all phase differences across the mask. The
calculation assumed ideal illumination conditions such as no spatial variation
of phase or amplitude across the phase plate, perfect focusing of the beam, and
high-contrast polarization rotation. Large deviations from ideal conditions will
destroy the delicate phase balance and introduce speckle structure, similar to
Fig. 54.4(a). For small variations from ideal conditions, the modulation of the
speckle is proportional to the near-field variation. For instance, when the phase
aberration is less than a few tenths of a wave, the rms intensity variation around
the smooth envelope is found to be proportional to the rms phase variation of
the aberration.

Fig. 54.4

Relative distance

near-fieldirradiation.
When aZCM is used instead of a random phase plate, there is new motivation
to construct and maintain high-quality laser beams, i.e., the more uniform the
near-field profile, the smoother the target irradiation. Phase-correction techniques
can be considered. In contrast, with a random phase plate, highly modulated
speckle would be produced even for a plane-wave, near-field beam. Of course,
if the near-field profile is perfectly smooth, then a phase plate would not be
necessary for uniform target irradiation, providing that the beam was properly
apodized to prevent Fresnel ringing. However, there are situations where it is
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advantageous to use a phase plate, such as for combining the foot pulse and main
pulse on the OMEGA Upgrade laser.
The effects of phase aberrations on a ZCM can be reduced using either of the
beam-smoothing techniques, induced spatial incoherence IS^)^ or smoothing by
employ ISI, the phase plate would be divided into
spectral dispersion (SSD).4~o
many (N) smaller ZCM's. The time-averaged interference among different
ZCM's would be removed by introducing timedelays among them, in increments
of at least one laser coherence time. Any remaining interference would be the
result of phase aberrations across the individual ZCM's. If the aberrations are of
long spatial wavelengths across the beam, then the phase variation across each
ZCM will be relatively small for moderate values of N. If these phase variations
across each ZCM are all different, then the rms far-field fluctuation, for the
compared to the single
superposition of all N ZCM's, will be reduced by 1 1
ZCM result.

a,

SSD can be used with a ZCM in exactly the same way it has been used with
a random phase plate. Since SSD imposes a variation of "instantaneous"
frequency (i.e., time-dependent phase) across the beam, the delicate balance of
phase required for a ZCM is not satisfied instantaneously. However, when the
far-field intensity is averaged over an integral number of modulation times (for
sinusoidal phase modulation), then the ZCM phase balance is restored, as is true
for the asymptotic time-averaged result. The effect of SSD is shown in Fig. 54.5,
which shows the asymptotic result for (a) a random phase plate, (b) a 32 x 32
ZCM with the measured O M E G A ~error?
~ ~ Sand
~ (c) aZCM with the OMEGA
phase error reduced by 80%.Figure 54.5(b) used the measured phase variation
from thecentral 20% of the OMEGA beam radius to estimate the phase error that
might occur for the foot pulse of the OMEGA Upgrade. (The foot pulse in the
original design for the Upgrade occupied a slightly largerpercentage of the beam
aperture; the advantages of using a smaller size will be discussed.) In Fig.
54.5(c), this phase error was reduced by 80% to examine the effect of phase
correction that might be possible for the static part of the foot-pulse aberration.
In the limit of zero phase error, the time-averaged, far-field beam with SSD is
perfectly smooth.

ZCM
.-+-X

z

*

Fig. 54.5
The result of SSD (with one-dimensional
dispersion)on the far-field intensity profiles for
(a) a random phase plate with a polarization
rotator; (b) a ZCM with the measured OMEGA
phase enor; and(c)same as (b) but with the phase
error reduced by 80%.ISSD bandwidth = 10
frequency = 30 GHz, d~spers~on
= 300 pad.)

a,

.-C
?
.-*
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Other Instantaneous Smoothing Techniques
We discuss two additional techniques for instantaneously eliminating farfield intensity fluctuations that can arise from interference among phase-plate
elements. These techniques are limited to only a selected range of spatial
frequencies, unlike the ZCM, which eliminates all spatial wavelengths of
nonunifonnity. However, these techniques are not sensitive to phase aberrations
or other near-field imperfections.
1. Beam-Size Effects
The first of these techniques is relatively trivial but worth taking into
consideration when designing a laser system. In most cases, the size of the laser
beam is predetermined by energy, damage-threshold, and cost considerations.
For those cases, the discussion in this subsection is not relevant. However, if the
laser design offers some flexibility with regard to beam size, such as the foot
pulse of the OMEGAUpgrade laser, then the following comments would apply.
The smallest possible beam size should be used for those applications that
would benefit from elimination of irradiation nonuniformities with very short
spatial wavelengths. Short-wavelength structure is produced from interference
between phase-plate elements that are far apart. For a small beam, these distant
phase-plate elements simply do not exist, and the resultant nonuniformity is
limited to the longerwavelengths. Forlaser-fusion applications, this would mean
complete elimination of the fastest-growing modes of the Rayleigh-Taylor
hydrodynamic instability driven by laser nonuniformities.
There is considerable flexibility in choosing the size of the foot pulse for the
OMEGAUpgrade laser, as the division of the pulse into low-intensity and highintensity portions is somewhat arbitrary. There are two main constraints from a
laser point of view: (1) The foot pulse must be large enough to adequately pass
throughthespatialfilterpinholes. (2) Enoughlow-intensity light must have been
removed from the main pulse that the efficiency for frequency tripling remains
relatively high. From a laser-target point of view, the main constraint is that the
foot pulse must contain enough energy to create a sufficiently large plaspa
atmosphere that the short-wavelength structure will be smoothed at the onset of
irradiation from the main pulse. These considerations can be met if the foot pulse
is several times smaller than in the original OMEGA Upgrade design.
For a ZCM, there is an additional advantage to usingthe smallest possible foot
pulse on the OMEGA Upgrade. The phase variation is often the most uniform
near the very center of the aperture. Using only this region minimizes intensity
fluctuations produced in the far field of the ZCM. For these reasons, we have
assumed a relatively small foot pulse in the examples here.
Controlled Amplitude Modulation
A second technique for eliminating interference structure among phase-plate
elements is to impose controlled amplitude modulation throughout the pulse,
together with time delays across the phase plate, so that only selected elements
are illuminated at any one time. Then, of course, there cannot be any interference
among phase-plate elements that are not simultaneously illuminated.

2.
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A schematic of this concept is illustrated in Fig. 54.6. Regularly spaced
amplitude modulation is imposed upon the beam such that, in this example, the
pulse is "on" 25% of the time and "off" the remaining 75% of the time. Such
modulation could be imposed by spectral pulse-shaping techniques discussed in
Ref. 8. At the phase plate, a time delay is introduced across different sections of
the beam. In this example, four time-delay steps would be used, with step
increments of 114the cycle time between amplitude peaks. Only two of the steps
are displayed in the figure. The result is that when one quadrant is being
illuminated with a pulse peak, the other quadrants are "off." This completely
eliminates interference among phase-plate elements from different quadrants
and, consequently, further reduces the short-wavelength nonuniforrnity produced
from interference among distant elements.

Illuminated
at different
times
Amplitude
modulation

Time
delay

Phase
plate

Fig. 54.6
Controlled amplitude modulation. Regularly spaced amplitude modulation is imposed
upon the beam early in the laser chain. At the phase plate, time-delay steps are used to
segment the beam so that only one section of the phase plate is illuminated with the
intensity peak at any time, thereby eliminating all interference among different sections.
In the figure,the shortest possible wavelength structure has been eliminated by preventing
interference among the most-distantphase-plate elements.
Note that even though the pulse is "off' 75% of the time, the target is still
continuously illuminated. At any time during the pulse, light is passing through
one of the phase-plate quadrants. Since every phase-plate element completely
irradiates the target, continuous uniform target illumination is obtained. Clearly,
the intensity in each amplitude spike would have to be four times larger than the
average intensity required to drive the target. This is ideal for the foot pulse, as
the increased intensity would enhance its frequency-tripling efficiency.
Controlled amplitude modulation can be combined with ZCM's by choosing
each of the phase-plate quadrants to be a separate ZCM. In the limit of perfect
near-field conditions, each quadrant would produce a smooth intensity profile
on target.

Combining Several Techniques
An example of combining all the beam uniformity techniques previously
discussed is shown in Fig. 54.7. Asmall beam with a 32 x 32phase plate is used.
The beam is segmented into fourparts, each with a different frequency. With this
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Different frequencies
will smooth rapidly

Controlled amplitude modulation
illuminates one ZCM at a time
TC3249

I

ZCM for each
illuminated region

Fig. 54.7

One possible configurationfor combining different beam-uniformitytechniques. These
include ZCM, controlled amplitude modulation, and SSD.
form of SSD using spatially separated frequencies, as opposed to phasemodulated bandwidth, all interference among the different beam segments will
be completely smoothed in time, without leaving any residual nonuniformity.
Each beam frequency irradiates a 16x 16quadrant of phase-plate elements. Each
of these quadrants is further subdivided into four sections with the time-delay
steps used for implementation ofcontrolledamplitude modulation. Eachof these
sections is chosen to be a separate 4 x 16 ZCM. Since each ZCM is, in fact,
divided into two noninterfering portions by means of a polarization rotation, the
full phase plate has now been separatedinto 32 incoherent, or totally noninterfering,
sections, each of dimension 4 x 8.
The interference structure produced by each 4 x 8 section is cancelled by its
ZCM complement for perfect near-field conditions. For significant near-field
fluctuations, the asymptotic nonuniformity is similar to the incoherent
superposition of 32 intensity patterns from different 4 x 8 random phase plates.
The shortest spatial wavelength of any asymptotic nonuniformity structure is
determined by the size of the 4 x 8 subsection of the phase plate. Instantaneously,
however, there is a shorter-wavelength structure produced by the interference
among rays of different frequency from more-distant phase-plate elements. But
this interference will smooth to zero as l/(Avq, where Av is the frequency
difference and T is the averaging time.
We have calculated the nonuniformity that might be expected using these
combined techniques on the foot pulse of the OMEGAUpgrade laser. The inner
20% of the measured OMEGAphase aberration was used without assumingany
phase correction. The IR beam was assumed to be segmented into four parts, each
with a different frequency. The frequencies were in increments of 150 MHz
(5 A), which was tripled upon frequency conversion. Controlled amplitudemodulation was imposed with a cycle time of 20 ps. The resulting nonuniforrnity was
calculated as the rms variation on a spherical target for 60 overlapping beams.
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The time-averaged, rms intensity variation is plotted as afunctionof averaging
time in Fig. 54.8, for three different uniformity techniques, each using a 32 x 32
phase plate with a polarization rotator. The curve marked "current" is with the
current form of SSD using 9-GHz sinusoidal phase modulation and 3 A of
bandwidth spectrally dispersed in one dimension. The curve marked "near term"
shows the improvement obtained with two-dimensional SSD using 30- to
40-GHz modulation frequencies and 7-A bandwidth dispersed in two
perpendicular directions. Finally, the combination of techniques discussed in
this article (using ZCM's, controlled amplitude modulation, and pure-frequency
SSD) is shown as the curve marked "future." This curve indicates that rms values
below -1% can be achieved with smoothing times of the order of 10 ps-15 ps,
using these combined techniques. This level of uniformity and smoothing time
is consistent with currently accepted requirements for startup conditions. It
should be emphasized that these calculations have not assumed any additional
smoothing by thermal conduction within a plasma atmosphere. The laser
irradiation wasmappeddirectly onto the target surface to model startup conditions.
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Fig. 54.8
The rms irradiation nonuniformity for 60-beamoverlap on a spherical target. (a) current:
one-dimensional SSD; (b) near term: two-dimensional SSD; (c) future: combination of
ZCM, controlled amplitude modulation, and pure-frequency SSD shown in Fig. 54.7. All
configurations used apolarization rotator and the measured OMEGA phase error (without
phase correction). No thermal smoothing in a plasma atmosphere was assumed.

A treatment of the startup problem must address not only themagnitude of the
irradiation nonuniformity, but also its spatial wavelength. A wavelength
decomposition of the asymptotic nonuniformity for the "near-term" and "future"
results of Fig. 54.8 is shown in Fig. 54.9, in terms of spherical harmonic mode
numbers. The "future" uniformity techniques have essentially eliminated all
short-wavelength structure corresponding to modes greater than -30. These
modes are considered the most dangerous for seeding the Rayleigh-Taylor
hydrodynamic instability, as they grow the fastest.
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Near term

f

Fig. 54.9
A spherical harmonic decomposition of the
asymptotic nonuniformity for the "near-term"
and "future" results of Fig. 54.8. Note how the
future technique has effectively eliminated all
short-wavelength nonuniformity. All configurations used a polarization rotator and the
measured OMEGA phase error (without phase

31-50 0.05%

Total = 0.72%
50
100 0
50
100
Spherical harmonic mode
Spherical harmonic mode
OMEGA phase error, no phase correction

Discussion
Several new techniques have been presented here for obtaining the high levels
of uniformity required at the onset of laser irradiation. Undoubtedly, new
variations of these techniques, as well as entirely new concepts, will be
developed over the next few years, adding increased flexibility for achieving the
required levels of irradiation uniformity. The methods for implementing and
combining these techniques will depend on details of the individual laser system.
The greatest flexibility is achieved when the low-energy, early-time portion of
the pulse (foot pulse) is physically separatedfrom the main pulse, as in thedesign
for the OMEGA Upgrade laser. The best uniformity techniques might be
wasteful of energy and inappropriate for the main pulse, but they could be
implemented on the foot pulse where high uniformity is most crucial.
All of the new uniformity techniques discussed here would require some
developmental work before they could be implemented on a high-power laser.
For a ZCM, the technique for distributing the phases according to a specified,
pattern is current technology, but the required polarization rotation across half
the phase plate has not yet been demonstrated. To date, a polarization rotator in
the form of a wedge has been developed, where the polarization changes
continuously across the phase plate. The extension to a single step should be
straightforward.The technique for generating controlled amplitude modulation
across the pulse, with a cycle time of 5 2 5 ps, has not yet been examined;
however, it shou1d be only a small extension of the spectral pulse-shaping
techniques currently under investigation. (An array of high-optical-quality,
time-delay steps properly registered with the phase plate would also have to be
developed.) Finally, implementation of pure-frequency SSD would include
developmental work for the following: (1) generating the discrete-frequency
beams, (2) co-propagating the beams, and (3) frequency tripling. For example,
when different frequencies were used in the calculations, they were spatially
separated so that frequency tripling could be accomplished by means of optical
wedges that will deflect each component through the tripling crystals at the
optimal angle for thatfrequency. After thecrystals, a second set of wedges would
recollimate the beams.
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Techniques such as these will be developed and implemented to meet the
uniformity needs in upcoming experiments.
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2.C Fast, Optically Triggered, Superconducting
Opening Switches

In high-power applications, opening switches play an important role. These
switches are required to carry high currents (100 A-10 MA) and operate with
short switching times ( l0ms-Ions). Moreover, before opening, the switch must
conduct current to a parallel circuit branch (load) and withstand the voltage
across the load. If there is no load in parallel to the switch, it must absorb all the
energy stored in the circuit inductance. For a practical pulsed-power generator
employing inductive energy storage, the opening switch has to be operated
repeatedly.These diverse requirements make the design of an opening switch a
challenging problem.
Theexisting opening switches include plasmaopening switch (POS), plasma
erosion opening switch (PEOS), plasma flow switch (PFS), reflex opening
switch(ROS), and explosive opening switch (EOS). All these switches are used
to interrupt the flow of current in the circuit. An alternative approach to the
switching problems is the superconducting, inductively coupled switch (SICS),
in which the load is connected to the secondary coil of the transformer while
current flows through the primary. Thecurrent flow in the primary is uninterrupted.
The switching is accomplished by removing a magnetic screen that isolates the
secondary from the primary. This approach is particularly suited to
superconducting magnetic-energy storage (SMES) applications where apersistent
current is required. Since there is no switch in the storage coil (primary), there
is no dissipation of energy. The number of times switches like PEOS can be
operated is limited because the surface discharge degrades the source. Explosive
switches are also not suitedfor applications requiring repetitive switch operation.
The SICS has been operated up to kHz repetition rates using a train of short laser
pulses, and no degradation of performance has been observed.
Part of the interest in these switches is their possible use in reducing peak
electrical loads in pulsed-power systems. This may have an application in the
OMEGA Upgrade charging systems.
Other types of superconducting opening switches have been investigated.lx2
All superconducting switches involve a transition of the material from the
superconducting to the normal state. The transition can be achieved by either
heating the material above its critical temperature T,, exceeding its critical
current density J,, or exceeding its critical magnetic field H,. High-T,
superconductors appear to be superior to the metallic superconductors as
material for the opening switch, as we will discuss in the next section. In our
experiments, heating aYBa2Cu3O7-,(YBCO) film by laser pulses was used to
perform the switching.

Principle of Operation
First we will discuss the properties of the superconducting material (YBCO)
and then describe the concept of the inductively coupled switching.

I
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1. Material Properties of the Switch
Superconducting transitions involve switching from a zero-resistance
superconducting state to a finite-resistance "normal" state. High-T, ceramic
superconductors have a normal-state resistance that is orders of magnitude
higher than the low-T, metallic superconductors.Anopening switch can be made
by using the superconductor to shunt the load. When triggered by short laser
pulses, these switches exhibit off-state resistances of the order of 100 Q,
depending on the switch geometry, and switching times of the order of 50 ns to
100 ns. These are called photoresistive opening switches.' The YBCO thin films
have critical-current densities in the range of 1-10 MA/cm2 and a 1-cm-wide,
1-mm-thick film will carry 0.1 kA to 1 kA of current. The high J, makes YBCO
an attractive material for the opening switch.
High- T, superconductors are black and absorb light in the visible-near-IR
range effectively. Fast heating of the film is necessary to perform the switching;
this is accomplished by irradiating the film with laser pulses. Optical triggering
provides accurate timing. In a current multiplication circuit using programmed
inductive elements (PIE), storage inductors are charged in series and discharged
sequentially, in stages that are connected in parallel with the load, through a set
of isolating closing s w i t c h e ~This
. ~ circuit can be used to deliver a large load
current using switches rated at a fraction of that current. The most important
constraint in such a circuit is the synchronization of the opening switches with
the closing switches. If the opening switches are not triggered within a short
temporal window, transient high currents or voltages will catastrophically
destroy the circuit elements. Optically triggered opening switches can be
suitable in circuits with such constraints.
Superconductors behave as perfect diamagnets if the externally applied field
is less than H,. This means that a superconducting film in a magnetic field will
expel the magnetic flux and act as a magnetic screen (Meissner effect). This
property is used in our switch. In type-I1 superconductors such as YBCO, there
exists a lower critical field HC1and a higher critical field Hc2. When the flux
penetrates the superconductor following a laser trigger, for Hcl < Happlied<Hc2,
the flux reaches a stable state, and subsequent cooling of the film in a magnetic
field may not exclude the flux. This may prevent the switch from operating
repetitively. Primary currents in our experiments produced fields Happlied
lower
than HC1.In this regime the flux penetration and exclusion above and below Tc
are reversible. It is worth mentioning here that YBCO is anisotropic, and the
magnetic flux screening is most effective if the field is parallel to the c-axis of
the film. The films used in our experiments are high-quality, c-axis-oriented
epitaxial films with J,exceeding 1 MA/cm2 and Tc ranging from 85 K to 90 K . ~
Another advantage of using high-Tc superconductors as compared to low-Tc
superconductors is the low cooling cost. Liquid nitrogen is sufficient as the
cryogen when YBCO films are used to construct the switch.
We have found no evidence that the superconducting film degrades with
repeated operation. The switches have been triggered by 150-ps pulses from a
Nd:YAG laser at repetition rates up to 1 kHz. High repetition rates are limited by
the switch recovery time, which in this case depends on how fast the heat can be
extracted from the film.
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Superconducting, Inductively Coupled Switch
The switch consists of a film of high-Tc superconductor placed between the
primary and secondary coil of the transformer (Fig. 54.10). A similar configuration
has been used for the measurement of critical current in films? The film, the
primary coil, and the secondary coil need not be at the same temperature. For
example, in a SMES system the primary coil would be a superconducting
magnet. With present technology these magnets, made from low-Tc materials,
require cooling below 10 K (Nb3Sn, Tc = 18.5 K ) or with liquid helium (Nb-Ti,
Tc = 9.5 K) for an optimum performance. The film can be at liquid-nitrogen
temperature and the secondary coil, which is connected to the load, can be at
room temperature. In our experiments, however, we used copper coils for both
the primary and secondary coils andplacedthe film and coils inside a temperaturecontrolled cryostat cooled by a closed-cycle refrigerator.
2.

Fig. 54.10
The superconducting, inductively coupled
opening switch.
In the superconducting state the film isolates the secondary coil from the
primary coil. Under illumination by a laser pulse the film makes a transition to
the normal state, and the magnetic flux produced by the primary current couples
to the secondary coil. The temporal change of flux through the secondary coil
results in an induced voltage ( V = d$ldt) across the load.
In this switch there are no electrical contacts to the film. Therefore, the
problem of low-resistance contacts to the high-Tcsuperconductor, which limits
the performance of the photoresistive switch, does not arise in this design.16

Experimental Results
Some preliminary experiments have confirmed the inductively coupled
switching. In these experiments, the coils were made from insulated 40 G copper
wire. Since the mutual inductance drops drastically with the separation between
the coils, flat, washer-shaped coils were used. Thin YBCO films, with thickness
varying from 500 nm to 800 nm, were deposited on heated MgO substrates
(1 cm x 1 cm) by rfmagnetron ~ ~ u t t e r i n ~film
. ~ ~surface
h e was protected by a

I

t

t

t
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12- km Teflon sheet, and two identical coils were placed on either side of the
sample. The inner diameter of each washer-shaped coil was 3 mm and the
outer diameter was approximately 6 mm, depending on the number of turns. A
100-turn coil had an inductance of 50 kH.
The switch was mounted on the cold finger inside an optical-access cryostat.
Light from a Nd:YAG laser illuminated the film. The voltage across the
secondary coil was measured above and below Tcusing sinusoidal input. The
output voltage above Tc was found to be more than 20% of the input voltage
indicating 20% coupling for identical primary and secondary coils. As the
sample was cooled through the transition, the coupling decreased to less than 1%.
For our samples the coupling droppedfrom 20% (which was found to be the same
at room temperature and at the onset of transition) to less than 1% in a
temperature range of 2 K. This indicates that at least 95% of the flux coupling to
the secondary coil was screened by the superconducting film.
Instead of a dc current, 5-ks pulses at low duty cycle were applied to avoid
joule-heating the primary. The current pulse was synchronized in time with the
laser pulse such that each laser pulse arrived at the center of a current pulse. The
primary current pulse serves two purposes. First, it introduces flux in the primary
for a period of 5 ks and then turns it off, producing a positive and a negative
voltage pulse across the secondary load corresponding to its leading and trailing
edges. Above Tc these voltage pulses are indicative of the amount of flux coupled
to the secondary coil and can be used to compare with the optical response.
Second, it is long enough so that the optical effects take place during a time when
the primary current produces a constant (dc) flux. When the film was cooled
below T,, the amplitude of these pulses was greatly reduced because of flux
screening by the superconductor. We observed a voltage pulse at the load when
the switch was irradiated with a laser pulse. This shows that the optical heating
caused a transition of the film to the normal state and the flux to couple to the
secondary coil. The amount of flux coupling varied with laser fluence (Fig.
54.1 1). By varying the laser fluence we were able to vary the amount of heating

Fig. 54.1 1
Photoinduced switching observed in the switch
of Fig. 54.1Oshowing the inducedvoltage at the
secondary coil for varying laser fluence. The
temperature is 76 K, and the laser trigger occurs
at=140ns.
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of the film. The coupled flux (and hence the induced voltage) increased as the
film was heated through the transition regime before saturating (Fig. 54.12). The
saturation indicates that the film was fully in the normal state. The maximum
induced voltage for optical triggering is approximately 400 mV. The rise times
are 40 to 60 ns.
In these preliminary experiments we used the same multitum coils for the
primary coil and the secondary coil. With a 100-turn primary and a single-tum
secondary, L1 and L2 will be 50 pH and 5 nH, respectively. The output time
constant will be 5 nH/50 Q = 100 ps. This switch is based on a derivative effect.
Therefore, the output current and voltages will also be much higher, as discussed
in the previous section.
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2.D

Strong K, Emission in Picosecond
Laser-Plasma Interactions
Since the development of ultrashort ( 51 -ps). high-peak-power laser systems, it
has been possible to produce plasma with the picosecond duration of x-ray
e m i s s i ~ n .A~ ?picosecond
~
x-ray source may provide a useful probe of timeresolved phenomena with high temporal resolution. In ultrashort laser-plasma
interactions, the relatively low x-ray conversion efficiency has been of particular
concern. An increase of the conversion efficiency has been reported for the case
of the laser pulse interacting with a preformed plasma, which has been created
either by a small prepulse3-4 or a substantial level of amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE).~However, streak-camera measurements have shown that for a
preformed plasma the x-ray pulse duration is much longer than in the case of a
A plasma
high-intensity-contrast laser pulse, i.e., no preformed
produced by a p-polarized, high-intensity-contrast laser pulse is a promising
candidate for an ultrashort x-ray source with high efficiency since it absorbs as
much as 60% to 70% of the incident laser light.2.7Measurements of the fast-ion
blowoff indicated that a high fraction of the laser energy was carried by fast
electron^.^ Hot electrons penetrating the target may induce K, emission.
Recently, K, emission induced by hot electrons has indeed been observed in
ultrashort laser-plasma interaction^.^.'^
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In this article details of K, emission observed in the interaction of a
picosecond, high-intensity-contrast, p-polarized laser pulse with a Si substrate
coated with 0.2 pm to 2.5 pm A1 are reported. Hot electrons are found to be the
dominant source for K, emission. The x-ray-sourcecharacteristics were inferred
from high-resolution x-ray spectra, measurements of duration of emission, and
source size. The analysis suggests that the K, emission may have the potential
to generate shorter x-ray pulses than, for example, resonance line emission since
its temporal evolution depends on mechanisms like hot-electron generation
rather than on recombination and cooling processes in the plasma.

Experimental Conditions
A chirped-pulse amplification and compression (CPAC) laser system" was
used to generate 13-mJ, 1.3-ps, 1.05-pm pulses. Recent improvements in the
laser design,12including the installation of asaturable dye cell (Kodak 2595 dye)
after the compression gratings, have increased the intensity contrast from lo3 to
5 x 1 6 . The duration of the prepulse is around 100 ps. The p-polarized laser
light was focused onto the target at an angle of 60". Because of the oblique
incidence, the focal spot of the laser is elliptical with an area of 12 pm x 24 pm
( l/e intensity), leading to an irradiance of4 x 1015w/cm2 with aprepulse fluence
of 0.8 ~ / c m IThe
. target material consisted of polished Si bulk material coated
with 0.2 pm to 2.5 pm Al. The x-ray yield was measured with x-ray positiveintrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes filtered with 6 pm A1 or 250 pm Be. The PIN
diodes filtered with A1 are sensitive to photon energies in the range of 0.9 keV
to 1.56 keV and 2.5 keV to 15 keV, the PIN diodes filtered with Be to photon
energies in the range of 2.5 keV to 15 keV. The PIN diodes were mounted at
0" to 20" with respect to the target normal. It was crucial to shield the PIN diodes
with magnetic fields; otherwise, hot electrons would contribute substantially to
the PIN-diode signal. The x-ray spectra were recorded with a von Hamos crystal
spectrograph,'3 which used a cylindrical pentaerythritol (PET) crystal with a
2-in. radius of curvature. The spectrograph collected the x-ray emission of the
plasma at an angle of 40" with respect to the target normal. The calibration of the
PET crystal and the Kodak double exposure film (DEF) was taken from
published data.l43l5The signal of the PIN diodes agreed within 20% with the
calibration of the spectrograph, provided that (consistent with an aged crystal)
a Bragg reflection integral close to the Darwin zero extinction limiti4 was
assumed. About 30 shots were accumulated to obtain a single spectrum.
The duration of the x-ray emission was measured with an x-ray streak camera,
which had acathode made of a 2000-A parylene layer coated with 500 .A AUand
1200 CsI. X-ray filters, i.e., 1.5 pm Mylar, 6 pm Al, and 25 pm Be, were
mounted in front of the streak-camera slit to get three channels with different
spectral sensitivity.The Mylar channel detected soft x rays with photon energies
exceeding 0.1 keV, the Be channel harder x rays above 1 keV, and the A1 channel
x rays from 0.9 keV to 1.56 keV and above 2.5 keV, respectively. Since no
experimental value for the temporal resolution is currently available and an
accurate calculation of the streak-camera response to short x-ray pulses is
beyond the scope of this work, a somewhat simplified model, which assumes that
the various broadening mechanisms are independent of each other and that the
pulse shapes and secondary electron-energy distributions are ~ a u s s i a n ,was
'~
adapted. The finite slit width and the secondary-electron energy distribution of
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C S I ' are
~ predicted to limit the temporal resolution of the streak camera to -7 ps.
Space charge effects, especially for high current densities at the cathode, will
further increase this value. Better resolution would require a higher extraction
field, a higher sweep speed, and a cathode material with a smaller secondaryelectron energy distribution, for example, K B ~ . ~

The source size of the x-ray emission was obtained from x-ray shadowgraphy,
using a knife-edge technique.18 Arazor blade was placed between the plasma
and a DEF film filtered with 25 pm Be. The film was uniformly exposed, except
for the region where the x-ray source was partially or completely covered by the
razor blade. The derivative of the intensity distribution yielded the spatialintensity profile of the x-ray source. An advantage of this setup is that for a fairly
good signal-to-noise ratio a high spatial resolution can be achieved. In the
experiment, the resolution was around 2 pm and was mostly limited by the
smoothing of the raw data, which was performed in the numerical analysis of the
x-ray shadowgraph.

Results and Discussion
1. X-Ray Yield
In the case of an Si target coated with 0.2 pm A1 and a high-intensity-contrast
laser pulse, i.e., a prepulse irradiance below 10l0 w/cm2, resonance line
emission ( ~ e , ) , as well as strong K, emission from both target materials, is
w
statesofAl(All+ - A14+)
present (Fig. 54.13). TheAl ~ ~ l i n e f r o m l oionization
is at 8.34 A, and the "shifted A1 K, lines from A15+-All0+ are seen between
7.85 A and 8.32 A. he ~ e , l i n efrom ~ e - l i k e A l ( A l ~is~ at
+ )7.76 A. 1n the range
6.64 A to 7.13 A, similar to A1 lines, are the Si K, lines (shifted and unshifted)
and the Si He, line. The A1 He, line is emitted from the hot plasma
( k s ~ ,- 300 e ~ on) the target surface. The Si and A1 K, emissions originate
from colder material inside the target.

Si Ka
2'0

1.o

[

A1 He,

Shifted
Si K,
A1 Helj
Si He,

0.0

Fig. 54.13
Spectrum from an Si target coated with 0.2 Frn Al, taken with a high-intensity-contrast
laser pulse.
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The K emission accounts for 55% of the emission into the spectral range
Q,
from 6.5 A to 8.5 A. The total x-ray conversion efficiency into this range is
2 x 10-~%/sr.The Si K, emission contributes 3 x 10-~%/sr.The conversion
efficiency for the A1 He, line of 8 x 10-~%/sris somewhat lower than the value
of 8 x 10-~%/srrecentl~
measuredforalaser system with an ASEintensity below
1 0 ' ~ / c m We
~ believe
. ~
that this may be caused by the shorter wavelength
(0.248 pm) of this laser system, i.e., higher critical density, which may enhance
collisional absorption of laser light, and a higher irradiance (1017 w / c m 2 ) ,
which may result in a higher temperature and thus a higher fraction of He-like
A1 ions in the plasma.
The PIN diode filtered with 6 pm A1 is mostly sensitive to A1 %emission and
2.5-keV to 15-keV continuum emission since the A1 He, line and the Si K,
emission are strongly absorbed in the filter. Figure 54.14 shows the signal of this
diode as a function of angle of incidence and polarization of laser light for a laser
energy of 13 mJ and an Si target coated with 2.5 pm Al. The contribution of the
2.5-keV to 15-keV continuum emission to the detected x-ray signal was
measured with a PIN diode filtered with 250 p m Be and was found to be 30%.
Most of the x-ray signal is therefore caused by A1 K, emission; in Fig. 54.14 one
unit of they axis corresponds approximately to 3 x lo6 k e ~ / sor f ~K,l emission.

Fig. 54.14
Signal of a PIN diode filtered with 6 pm Al as a
function of angle of incidence and polarization
for high-intensity-contrast, 13-mJ laser pulses
and an Si target coated with 2.5 prn AL. One
unit on they axis corresponds approximately to
3 x 106 keV/sr of A1 Ka radiation.

Angle of incidence (")

The x-ray emission is seen to be maximum for p-polarized light at angle of
incidence of around 50". For s-polarized light, maximum x-ray emission is
observed at perpendicular incidence. Nevertheless, the yield for s-polarization
is more than one order of magnitude lower than the maximum yield observed for
p-polarization. The strong polarization dependence at 50" is consistent with
absorption measurements, which showed that 50% of p-polarized and 20% of
s-polarized light are absorbed, respective~y.~
The spectrum and the PIN diode filtered with 25 p m Be indicate that
approximately lo9 keV/sr of x rays with photon energies above the binding
energy of an Si K-shell electron are emitted. From this we estimate that the

i
E
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radiation-induced Si K, yield is at most 10% of the measured value. Therefore,
hot electrons appear to be the dominant source for the K, emission. A Monte
Carlo code was adapted to predict the K, yield per electron as a function of
angular distribution and energy distribution of the hot electrons, the thickness of
the Al layer, and the Z number of the substrate material.19 In the simulations,
backscattered electrons were recycled, i.e., they were made to reenter the target
from the front, consistent with the reflection of hot electrons in the plasma sheath.
It was further assumed that the target was a neutral solid. This limits, to some
extent, the applicability of the predictions to measured data since the shifted K,
emission indicates (especially in the case of Al) that the material is partially
ionized (Fig. 54.13). The hot-electron distribution may be characterized by
comparing the code predictions to the observed dependence of the Si K, yield
on the thickness of the Al layer. In a previous experiment we found that a
beamlike monoenergetic electron source as well as a plane-isotropic electron
source with a Maxwellian energy distribution results in a good fit to the
experimental data.1° Nevertheless, in the following analysis we will mostly
concentrate on a Maxwellian energy distribution. This is reasonable since our
measurements of the fast-ion blowoff of the plasma indicated Maxwelliandistributed electrons with a temperature scaling like kBTh - 1.77 x lo-'
with ksTh in keV and the irradiance I in ~ / c m ' .A~ similar scaling law is
predicted in particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations for resonantly heated electrons
and Uil - 0.1, where L is the density scale length and ilis the laser wavelength.'O
A process like resonance absorption may also explain the strong dependence of
the A1 K, emission on angle of incidence and polarization of laser light observed
inour experiment (Fig. 54.14). Recently, a similar dependence of the x-ray yield,
integrated over a much wider spectral range, has beenobserved and attributed to
a process with the characteristics of resonance absorption.'
For an estimate of the hot-electron temperature ksTh we will use the scaling
law obtained from our fast-ion measurementss and PIC sir nu la ti on^^^ rather than
the value recently measured from the slope of the Si K, yield versus Al
thicknesslo since the latter experiment was done with slightly different
experimental parameters. For an irradiance of 4 x 1015 w/crn2 we calculate
kBTh 5 keV. By matching the predicted Si K, yield per electron to the
measured yield, we estimate that for electrons with a temperature of 5 keV, 25%
of the laser energy is deposited into the target. For 10-keV electrons 15% is
calculated. On the other hand, measurements of the ion blowoff also showed that
less than 5% of the laser energy appeared in the fast ions. This indicates that most
of the hot-electron energy is deposited into the target.

-

For substrates with a higher Znumber the K, emission shifts toward shorter
wavelength. Figure 54.15 shows the x-ray conversion efficiency predicted by
Monte Carlo simulations for various Z-substrates coated with 0.2 pm Al as a
function of K, wavelength. In the simulation, 5-keV electrons canying 25% of
the laser energy were assumed for all target configurations since the characteristics
of the hot electrons are predominantly determined by the interaction of the laser
pulse with the Al layer. It can be seen that at 1.5 A, i.e., for Cu K,emission, the
x-ray conversion efficiency is still above 2 x I o4 %/sr and thus comparable to
the value for the Si K, emission.
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Fig. 54.15
Predicted x-ray conversion efficiency into K,
emission as a function of K, wavelength. The
substrate materials are coated with 0.2 pm Al.
25% of the laser energy I S absorbed by hot
electrons with a temperature o t 5 keV.

K, wavelength (A)

The spectrum taken for a low-intensity-contrast laser pulse, i.e., a prepulse
irradiance of -4 x 1012w/cm2, shows mostly A1 He, emission but hardly any
A1 and Si K,emission (Fig. 54.16). The He, line is approximately 10% higher
than in the case of a high-intensity-contrast laser pulse (Fig. 54.13), but the total
x-ray emission into the spectralrangeof 6.5 A to 8.5 A is 60% lower. Since alowintensity contrast will result in apreformed plasma, the scale lengthof the plasma
interacting with the main pulse is longer than for a high-intensity-contrast laser
pulse. In long-scale-length plasma resonance absorption is expected to be less
efficient at the relatively large angle of incidence chosen in this experiment.21In
addition, other absorption mechanisms, like inverse bremsstrahlung absorption
that does not generate significant numbers of hot electrons, may be dominant.
Therefore the K, production shows a strong dependence on the level of prepulse.

Fig. 54.16
Spectrum from an Si target coated with 0.2 pm
Al, taken withalow-intensity-contrast laserpulse.
96
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Temporal Evolution of X-Ray Emission and X-Ray Source Size
The streak-camera recordings of the x-ray emission from an Si02 target
coated with 0.6 pmAl are shown in Fig. 54.17 for a high-intensity-contrast laser
pulse. From the PIN-diode measurements and the spectral sensitivityof c ~we I
estimate that -80% of the signal of the A1 channel is caused by A1 K,emission,
and -50% of the signal of the Be channel is caused by A1 He, emission. The
streak-camera measurements indicate a duration of 10 ps (FWHM) for the Be
channel and 8 ps for the A1 channel. The actual duration of emission may well
be shorter than 10 ps and 8 ps, respectively, since a temporal resolution of the
streakcameraof around 7 ps will broaden the detected signal.The Mylar channel
indicates that the soft x-ray emission lasted around 20 ps. In the case of a lowintensity-contrast laser pulse both the Be channel and the Mylar channel show
a longer duration of emission, i.e., 13 ps and 70 ps, respectively.TheA1channel
detected no signal, consistent with the low levels of A1 K,emission observed in
the spectrum for a low-intensity-contrast laser pulse (Fig. 54.16).
2.

contra5t l a w puke. The temporal evolution of
the Mylar. Be, and Al channel5 is s h o n n .

.

.

Even for a high-intensity contrast the duration of the He, line is longer than
the laser-pulse duration itself; it depends on recombination processes and the
cooling of the plasma. On the other hand, the duration of the K,emission is
determined by time scales of processes, such as hot-electron production, energy
deposition, and lifetime of excited ions. In the case of hot electrons generated by
wavebreaking, an upper limit for the time elapsed between the end of the laser
pulse and the end of hot-electron production may be estimated from the damping
time of the plasma wave. For collisional damping, the damping rate roughly
equals the electron-ion collision frequency,23which is around 1014 s-' at critical
density for a300-eV temperature. Hot electrons are thus probably generated only
during the interaction of the laser pulse with the plasma. For hot electrons
penetrating the target, the time scale of the energy deposition may be estimated
in the nonrelativistic case from the stopping time in the target.24Electrons with
a temperature of 5 keV are predicted to have an average stopping time of 0.2 ps.
The excited states involved in the K,emission process have a short lifetime
(femtosecond range).25Therefore, the duration of the K, emission is probably

~

~
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dominated by the time scale of the hot-electron generation and should be below
a few picoseconds, consistent with the duration of the measured signal in the A1
channel. Nevertheless, the effect of self-generated magnetic fields, especially at
higher irradiance, on the x-ray pulse duration may require further investigations
to explain the duration ofAl K,emissionrecently observedin ~therex~erirnents.'~
The x-ray shadowgraph indicated that the plasma region emitting x rays
above -1 keV is approximately equal to the focal spot of the laser. No direct
evidence for substantial K, emission from a much larger area, as would be
expected for lateral transport, could be found.

Conclusions
We haveobserved strong K,emissionin high-intensity-contrast, picosecond,
p-polarized laser-plasma interactions. The K, emission was found to be induced
by hot electrons. The strong dependence of the &emission on angle ofincidence
and polarization of laser light is consistent with hot electrons generated by
resonance absorption. With a duration of emission of 5 8 ps, a source area of
1.6 x 1 0 . ~cm', and an x-ray yield at 7.1 A of 1.5 x lo8 photon/sr, a radiance of
2 3 x lo9 w/cm2 sr is calculated. This value is three orders of magnitude lower
than the radiance of the A1 La line recently reported for a 0.3-pm, 290-fs laser
system at a much higher irradiance of 5 x 10ls ~ / c m ~ Nevertheless,
. ' ~
K,
emission has the potential to generate shorter x-ray pulses than, for example,
resonance line emission because its duration of emission depends on processes
such as hot-electron production and energy deposition rather than on recombination
and cooling processes in the plasma.
The K, emission is a promising candidate to obtain an efficient, ultrashort
x-ray source at short wavelength. The analysis suggested that, for example,
Cu K, emission (A-1.5 A) may be obtained at an irradiance of 4 x lOI5 w/cm2.
By choosing the appropriate fluor material and laser intensity, the x-ray conversion
efficiency as well as the K, wavelength may be further optimized.
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2.E

Angular Distributions of High-Order Harmonics
from Low-Density Gas Targets
High-order harmonics have been observed during laser-atom interactions at a
number of different laser wavelengths with short-pulse, high-intensity laser
systems. Harmonics with frequencies in excess of 100 times the laser frequency
have been reported.lP3
Most high-order, harmonic-generation experiments to date have used gas
target pressures in excess of 10 Torr. These high pressures have been used to
enhance the harmonic signal, which increases quadratically with the pressure.
The phase-mismatch factors (caused by both neutral and ionized media) increase
with the pressure as does the effect of refraction of the incident laser when the
medium becomes ionized. Very few measurements of the angular distributions
of the high-order harmonics have been reported.3 The far-field pattern can
provide additional insight into the laser propagation, phase matching, and the
atomic response.
Phase-matching effects have been extensively studied by L'Huillier and
c o - w o r k e r ~ . ' , ~ - ~ Thave
h e ~made many detailed comparisonsof theircalculations
with their experiments and have found excellent agreement. Their studies have
included the effect of the intensity, pressure, and focusing characteristics (both
confocal parameter and jet position relative to the focus) on the spatially and
temporally integrated harmonic output. Faldon et aLs have been able to explain
the temporal history of the harmonic emission by considering the effects of
ionization and phase matching.
In this article, observationsof the angular (far-field) distribution of high-order
harmonic generation with a low-density gas target with gas pressures of the order
of 0.5 Torr are presented. With the870 focal system and 1-mrn-thick target, the
phase-mismatch factors from neutral gas, free electrons, and geometric effects
are all less than n. Thus, in these experiments, the high-order harmonics are
generated under conditions where the effects of phase mismatch on the harmonic
generation should be minimized. The goal of this work is to separate the atomic
response from the effects of phase matching. In the experiments presented in this
article, the far-fielddistribution of the 1 1th to 2 1st harmonics of the incident laser
radiation has been observed.The article is organized as follows: The laser system
and the detector are described first, followed by the onset of refraction, which
constrains the experimental conditions. Next, the angular distributions of the
high-order harmonics are presented, followed by a comparison of the
measurements with the predictions of lowest-order perturbation theory. Finally,
the conclusions are presented. (The gas target is described in Sec. 2.F.)

Experimental Conditions
The high-order harmonics are observed by focusing a I -pm, 1.5-ps laser into
amoderate-density gas target (p -0.5 Torr, thickness -1 mm) and then detecting
the harmonics with a transmission grating coupled to an MCP-phosphor image
intensifier. A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. 54.1 8. The various
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Transmission

Schematic of the experimental setup, including
the gas target and the angularly resolved
spectrometer.

The 1-ym, 1.5-ps laser pulses used to generate the harmonics are generated
with an Nd:glass, chirped-pulse-amplification laser stern^,'^ which has been
described in detail e1sewhere.l We have recently upgraded the energy capability
and focusing quality of the system.
For these experiments, a long Rayleigh range is desired to minimize the
geometric phase-matching effects on the high-order harmonics. To increase the
f-number of the focusing system, a smaller-than-usual, 1.1-cm-radius beam is
produced by the laser system. Under these conditions, the laser energy is limited
to less than 300 mJ to avoid B-integral effects and to operate significantly below
the compression-grating damage threshold. This beam is focused with a 153-cm
lens to produce an f-number of 70. While the use of the long-focal-length lens
sacrifices peak field intensity, the system is still able to achieve 3 x 1015 w/cm2
with relatively large focal volumes and low field gradients. The experiments
are currently limited to much lower energies because of plasma formation in
the spectrometer.
The focal spot diameter is 1.2 times diffraction limited. The focal characteristics
of the laser were measured by direct imaging, with 4X magnification, onto a
CCD camera. The focal-spot radius as a function of the axial distance along the
focus is shown in Fig. 54.19, as is the calculated radius for a diffraction-limited
j770 beam.
The spectrometer used in theseexperiments consists of a slit with approximate
dimensions of 500 ym x 2.5 cm followed by a bare gold wire transmission
grating, consisting of 0.5-ym-diam gold wires, separated by 1 ym (center to
center). The slit is aligned parallel to the grating wires. Following the grating is
a microc hannel-plate (MCP), image-intensified phosphor screen (Galileo model
808 1).The microchannel-plate intensifier is not UV enhanced so it cannot detect
harmonics lower than the ninth. The light incident on the slit and grating is
dispersed by the grating and produces spectral lines on the phosphor screen. The
different harmonic orders are separated in the direction perpendicular to the
grating lines, and their angular distributions are observed parallel to the slit. Thus
information about the far-field pattern as well as the spectral content of the
harmonics is obtained simultaneously. At this time, the spectrometer is not
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Fig. 54.19
Plot of the measured laser-beam waist as a
function of axial position along the focus,
showing that the beam is 1.2 tlmcs diffiaclion
lim~tedwithfY70 optics.
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absolutely calibrated so only relative levels of harmonic emission are presented.
In all cases, the same relative units are used. The relatively large slit allows a
larger photon flux to reach the detector at the cost of reduced spectral resolution.
In the configuration used for the experiments presented in this article, the
harmonic lines begin to overlap with the 23rd harmonic.
The gas target is designed to create well-characterized, narrow gas distributions
~
at low densities (1-2 Torr or less with backing pressures up t o S - l O T ~ r r ) . 'This
low-density regime is desirable to reduce the phase-matching effects during the
harmonic generation5 and the effects of refraction of the focused laser beam.
Also, the low backing pressure has the advantage of reducing the possibility of
dimer formation in gases such as xe.I3
The target and its calibration are described in more detail in the next article
in this volume. The gas target is 1 rnrn thick and typically operated at pressures
of 1 Torr or less. One important goal of the experiments is to operate in a regime
where the laser propagation through the target is unaffected by the medium. This
makes the interpretation of the experimental results easier. A laser propagating
through an ionized medium may undergo refraction or self-focusing. The laser
was focused through the gas target and imaged onto a CCD camera with various
xenon gas pressures in the target and with various peak laser intensities. The
results are shown in Fig. 54.20. Figures 54.20(a)-54.20(c) show the change in
effective focal spot with increasing laser intensity at 0.6-Tom pressure. At the
highest intensity xenon is fully ionized within the focal v o ~ u m e . At
' ~ this low
pressure, the focal spot is identical to that observed in the vacuum. When the
pressure is increased to 2 Tom as in Figs. 54.20(d)-54.20(f), an apparent decrease
in the focal volume is observed. This is caused by refraction, which decreases the
f-number of the laser as it leaves the gas target. Preliminary calculations of the
refraction under these conditions are consistent with the observed results.
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Imaged laser spots:

Incident intensity: 1 x 1014w/cm2

2 x 1014 w/cm2

1 x l o i 4 w/cm2

2 x l o i 4 w/cm2

Fig. 54.20
Images of the laser focus as a function of laser intensity and gas target pressure. Figures 54.20(a)-54.20(c) show
increasing laser intensity at 0.6 Tom of xenon pressure, and Figs. 54.20(d)-54.20(f) show the same for 2 Tom
of xenon.

Harmonic Far-Field Distributions
The experimental conditions previously described have been chosen to
minimize the phase-mismatch factor^.^ The combination offl70 focusing and a
thin gas target ( I mm) means that the target thickness is much less than the 12mm confocal parameter. In addition, the low gas pressures of -0.5 Torrmean that
the phase mismatch from neutral Xe and free electrons is minimal. Table 54.1
shows that the phase-mismatch factors for various harmonic orders are less than
or of the order of 1 rad.

.........
..........
..........
...........

:..::::.::,
..........

Table 54.1: Phase-mismatch factors AkL (radians).
Harmonic order
Neutral Xe

.........
........
..........
...........
...
.........
.........
..........
.........
........

I Free electrons

9
0.08
0.50

13

17

-0.05

-0.08

0.70

0.90

21
-0.08

I

1.10

I
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Figure 54.2 1 shows the far-field (angular) distribution of the 1 1th to 2 1st
harmonics of the laser at an intensity of 9 x loi3 w/cm2 and a gas target peak
pressure of 0.3 Torr xenon. These results are typical of the harmonic profiles
under these conditions. Most of the high-order harmonics have a very narrow
angular structure. For xenon under these conditions, large-scale shoulder structures
appear on the 13th harmonic. The shoulders are also observed on the 15th
harmonic in krypton and the 17th in argon. While the strongest shoulders are
observed on the 13th harmonic in xenon, recent, more sensitive experiments
have shown shoulders on other harmonics as well.

Xe: I = 9 x 1013 w/cm2; 0.3 Torr
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10
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10
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Fig. 54.21
Typical far-field distribution of the 1lth to 21st
of xenon at
harmonic observed for 0,3
9 x 1013 WIcm2.

The relative energy in the different harmonics is determined by integrating the
harmonic emission radially, taking the circularly symmetric nature of the
emission into account:

The emission is symmetric around the peak signal level. Figure 54.22 shows
the relative energy in the 11th to 23d harmonics in xenon at a gas pressure of
0.5 Torr for three different intensities. The development of a plateau in the
harmonic emission with increasing intensity is evident.
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Under perfect phase-matching conditions, the integrated harmonic intensity
should scale as N ~where
,
Nis the number of atoms in the focal volume for a fixed
intensity. Figure 54.23 shows the integrated energy for the 11th to 2 1st harmonic
in xenon at 9 x l o i 3 w/cm2 at four different gas pressures. The overall shape of
the harmonic-energy spectrum is maintained, and the energy of each harmonic
scales quadratically with pressure as expected.

Harmonic order

Fig. 54.22
Relative-harmonic energy in the 1lth to 21st harmonic in xenon at 0.5 TOITand three
different intensities.

Harmonic order

Fig. 54.23
Integrated energy for the 1lth through 21st harmonic for xenon at 9 x 1013 W/cm2 for
four different gas pressures.
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One of the features common to all of the low-pressure, far-field distributions
is the development of significant shoulders, which appear most pronounced on
one particular harmonic first. This is evident in the 13thharmonic in xenon in Fig.
54.21. The far-field emission for Xe, Kr, and Ar is shown in Fig. 54.24. For Kr
and Ar, the shoulders appear on the 15th and 17thharmonics, respectively. In this
case, the intensity is approximately the barrier suppression ionization threshold
(BSI)," and the gas target density has been scaled so that the level of emission
is similar in each case. At the BSI threshold, the ionization probability has been
observed to be approximately 1% for 1.5-ps, 1-pm laser pulses.'4.15 It is
important to note the similarities among the far-field patterns of the different
harmonics. Each of the harmonics shoes the same shapes. In fact, the angular
distributions are almost identical. The primary difference is the harmonic on
which the shoulders first appear. These results are summarized in Table 54.11.
The pronounced structureappears on the harmonic,whichis one order ( 2 ~higher
~ )
than the first with energy greater than the field-free atomic ionization potential.

Fig. 54.24
Compa~isonofthefar-fieldemission forxe, Kr,
and Ar with the intensity at the BSI threshold.

Comparisons with Lowest-Order Perturbation Theory
With the exception of the harmonic, which shows the shoulder-like structure,
the far-field patterns are quite narrow and seem to get narrower with increasing
harmonic order. We can compare the far-field widths with the predictions of
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Target Gas

BSI intensity l 5

Experimental Intensity

First Harmonic
Showing Structure

Xenon

8.6 x 1013 w/cm2

9 x 1013 w/cm2

13

Krypton

1.5 x 1014 w/cm2

1.2 x 1014 w/cm2

15

Argon

2.5 x l o i 4 w/crn2

2.1 x 1014 w/cm2

17

lowest-order perturbation theory (LOPT). The harmonic intensity is assumed to
vary as 14. The angular width of the harmonics is then expected to vary as
60, I & , where 60, is the angular distribution of the laser. The observed
harmonic emission for Kr at 0.5 Torr and l o i 4 w/cm2 is compared with the
LOPTpredictions in Fig. 54.25. Good agreement with the far-field patterns of all
the harmonics is observed. It should be noted though, that the relative intensity

-10

0
rnrad

10

Fig. 54.25
Comparison of the far-field emission for Kr at 0.5 Tom and 1 x 1014 W/cm2 with the
predictions of lowest-order perturbation theory.

i
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Conclusion
The far-field pattern of high-order harmonics has been observed under
conditions where the geometric and propagation phase-mismatch factors should
be negligible. Under these conditions, we find that the far-field pattern (though
not the intensity scaling) is consistent with lowest-order perturbation theory,
except for one harmonic (the 13th in xenon, the 15th in Kr, and the 17th in Ar).
The harmonic emission scales quadratically with the pressure and, even under
these low-pressure conditions, a plateau develops, as has been observed in many
other experiments.
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Novel Gas Target For Use
in Laser Harmonic Generation
Generation of high-order harmonics from laser-atom interactions is complicated
because it involves both the single-atom response to the driving laser field and
the collective-atom enhancement or deterioration of the signal caused by the
phase matching of the emitted harmonic light. Much theoretical work has been
done toward understanding the single-atom, harmonic-generation reaction, and
phase-matching effects are understood in principle.1 Experimental work in
~.~
a number of
this field has shown good agreement with t h e ~ r y ; however,
unanswered questions remain. To interpret the experimental results, both the
laser and gas distribution must be well characterized. The gas-distribution
geometry strongly affects the production of the harmonic light. For physical
interest, the distribution of the gas ideally would be as narrow and as low density
as possible to reduce the role of phase matching so that the single-atom response
in harmonic generation is more apparent. This is particularly true if free electrons
are created by ionization during the interaction. In the case of free electrons, a
severe phase mismatching can occur if the gas pressure is too high, i.e., 1-pm
light traveling 1 mm through free electrons at 10 Torr will undergo a phase shift
that is equal to a phase shift of 7n for the 21 st harmonic.
High-order, harmonic-generation experiments traditionally have been canied
out by focusing a laser into a gas jet.'-5 The gas jet relies on the principles of fluid
flow to propel gas from its orifice in a thin stream where the laser can intersect
with the narrow distribution of gas. LomprC et a1.6 measured the characteristics
of such a gas jet. They were able to produce a 1-mm gas distribution with a peak
pressure of 25 Torr. A gas jet must operate at a sufficiently high pressure to
ensure a narrow stream of flow. Typically the backing pressure of the jet is
hundreds of torr while the usable region of the jet is of the order of tens of tom.
Alower pressure causes a more diffuse gas distribution in the plume, making the
phase matching in the experiment more difficult.' In any case, the density of the
gas expelled from a jet varies as a function of distance from the orifice, the
distribution becoming broader as the distance increases. This can make the
systematic alignment of the intersection between the laser and the gas jet a
somewhat difficult and tedious task.
Details of a gas target designed to create well-characterized, narrow gas
distributions at low densities (1-2 Torr or less with backing pressures up to
5-10 Torr) are presented. This low-density regime is desirable to reduce the
phase-matching effects during the harmonic
Also, the low backing
pressure has the advantage of reducing the possibility of dimer formation in
gases such as ~ eHigh-order,
. ~
harmonic-generation results using this target are
described in the previous article in this volume.
The gas target is a small cylindrical hole through which the focused laser
passes and inside of which gas enters from the middle. Because the laser beam
goes through the target, the alignment of the device is comparatively simple. The
gas target operates on the principle of molecular flow instead of the principle of
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fluid flow, as does the gas jet. Since the flow rate is relatively low, the target can
be operated in a continuous rather than a pulsed mode. The density of the gas
within the hole remains relatively high while the gas outside the hole disperses
quickly (inverse square of the distance from the hole edge). The target operation
is limited to low densities just as the gas jet is limited to high densities. If the
gas in the target hole is at too high a pressure, plumes may develop out its ends
that would lie on top of the incoming and outgoing laser beam. The jet and the
target are thus complementary in the sense that they operate in opposite ranges
of pressure.
The gas distribution in the target is characterized experimentally. It is perhaps
more difficult to characterize than the jet since the gas densities are much lower,
and the off-axis line of sight to the interaction region is obstructed by the target
itself. However, the gas-density profile can be measured in the region just inside
the target opening and outward. Thereis good agreement between the measurement
and a calculation of the gas distribution using a Monte Carlo computer simulation of free molecular flow.The same calculation also predicts the gas-flow rate
from the target. The flow rate has been measured for two gas-target designs.
In both cases, there is good agreement between the predicted and the measured
gas-flow rates.

Gas-Target Design
The gas target consists of two identically machined, cylindrical aluminum
pieces glued together with a thin layer of vacuum epoxy. Aluminum is chosen
because of its ease of machining. Figure 54.26(a) shows a cut-away portion of
the two pieces (upper and lower) already attached around the outer rim. Figure
54.26(b) shows the inside of a single piece so that the cylindrical symmetry is
observable. Gas flows from the outer ring-shaped pocket into the gap between
the thinly spaced plates and toward the hole at the center. The gas then escapes
out both ends of the hole. When gluing the pieces together, the drill bit that made
the holes is inserted through both pieces to ensure alignment. As shown in Fig.
54.26, a is the separation of the plates, cis the thickness of the plates, d is the hole
diameter, and L is the length from the hole center to the inside edge of the outer
gas pocket. Typical values for these are a = 0.2 mm, c = 0.4 mm, d = 0.5 mm, and
1, = 4 mm.
Molecular-Flow Range
A gas that flows within a boundary such as a pipe or some other confining
shape is in the molecular-flow range if the collisional mean free path of the
particles is longer than the characteristic dimension of the boundary, such as a
pipe diameter. Knudsen's number (Kn) is the ratio of a gas particle's collisional
mean free path to a typical dimension of the boundary. Pure molecular flow
begins when Kn > 1. This regime of gas flow is the best understood. The flow of
gas in this range is completely determined by the geometry of the walls and can
be calculated numerically using a Monte Carlo averaging
The
standard assumption is that a gas particle travels in a straight path until
encountering a wall, where it is re-emitted at some new angle. Because of the
molecular coarseness of almost any surface, the new direction of the particle has
virtually no correlation with the incident direction. Therefore, when the particle
strikes a surface, it is as likely to go back toward where it came from as it is to

(a) A cutaway view of the two cylindrical gastarget pieces glued together at their outer rims.
Gas is fed into the outer ring-shaped pocket. (b)
An inside view of a single gas-target piece
showing the ring-shaped pocket from which
the gas flows across the thin plate toward the

taken to go as the cosine to the surface normal. This assumption has been
experimentally verified for various
The problem is usually treated
in terms of throughput; that is, for a given system, how likely is a particle that
enters one end of the system to emerge out the other end? Harmonic-generation
experiments often employ the noble gases. The room-temperature mean free
paths of the lighter noble gases are 2 mm, 1 mm, 0.8 mm, 0.6 mm,and 0.4 mm
for He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, respectively, at 0.1-Torr pressure.8 For the purposes
of this article, these numbers should be compared with the typical dimension of
the gas-target center (0.5 mm). The mean free path scales inversely with pressure.
The fluid flow regime begins when Kn < 0.01. The flow ofthe gas in this range
behaves very differently from molecular flow. In the fluid flow regime the
intraparticle collisions rather than particle-wall collisions dominate the flow of
the gas. The regime in between fluid and molecular flow is not well understood.
In this case both types of collisions have importance; however, if the value of Kn
is nearer to one or the other of the flow ranges, the properties of the flow should
be qualitatively similar. Therefore, it is likely that much of the dispersive nature
of molecular gas flow is preserved even with Kn as low as 0.1.

Calculation of Trajectories in a Monte Carlo Simulation
This section describes the details necessary for numerically simulating
molecular flow through the target. The particles are assumed to move in straight
lines between encounters with the target walls. Intraparticle collisions are
ignored. Particles enter the region between the thinly spaced plates of the target
from the ring-shaped gas pocket at adistance L from the center [referto Fig. 54.26
throughout this section]. When particles hit the target walls, they rebound in
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some new direction, and their trajectory paths are recorded. Each particle
propagates until it either exits the target opening or returns to the ring-shaped
gas pocket.
The various straight segments of a particle's trajectory are represented by
equations of straight lines. The more natural coordinate system for straight lines
is Cartesian, wherein the equations for a straight line in three dimensions can be
written as x = m,z + b, and y = myz + by.Theazimuthal symmetry of the target
also requires the use of c lindrical coordinates, which are obtained with the
transformations r =
and 4 = tan-l(y/x). where Q + 4 + r if x < 0 .
The z axis ischosen to lie along the target axis of symmetry, and the origin is taken
to be the target center. When the particle encounters the planar surface of the
interior of one of the thinly spaced plates, the position of impact is found from
z' = * a 1 2 . The standard assumption at this point is that the particle leaves the
surface with a Lambertian d i s t r i b ~ t i o n . ~ ~ishthe
i s same distribution as produced
by an ideal gas escaping from a small hole in a thin-walled container. Under the
diffuse-rebound assumption, the slopes for the new line emerging from the point
on the planar surface are given by

*J

mL=tanacosp

and

m;=tanasinp,

(1)

where a and p are given by a = sin-'(Rnd1 ) and P = 2n(Rnd2).Rnd, and Rnd2
indicate two independent random numbers that have values between 0 and 1.The
new z-plane intercepts are calculated by
bi = b,

+ (m,

- rn;)zf

and

b; = b,,

+ (my - ml,)z' .

(2)

This completes the cycle, and the equations for the new particle flight path are
defined. These are then used to find the next point of impact with the target wall.
A collision of the particle with the interior of the target's cylindrical hole is
more complicated. The z-value at the point of impact is given by

,

( m ,b, + myby)' dimxb,

+ myby)2-

( m j + m;)[b:

+ b:

-

(d12)~)

z =

recall that d is the hole diameter. The azimuthal coordinate of the point of
impact is
Q = tan -1 m,.z'+ by ,
m,z' + b,

where Q + $ + r

if

mXzf+b,<O.

(4)

The slopes for the new line emerging from this point under the diffusive rebound
assumption is calculated by

, sinQtanacosP-cosq

cos@tanacosp+sin@
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where a and p are given the same as before, following Eq. (1). Again, the new
z-plane intercepts are calculated by Eq. (2), and the cycle is complete. The
trajectory for the particle leaving the point of impact is defined, and the process
can be repeated.
The initial position for a particle's trajectory is at the inside edge of the ringshaped pocket at r = L, where the gas density is assumed to be known. The
direction of the initial path is distributed randomly over the half-sphere that
points toward the target center. The slopes for this path are calculated by Eq. (5)
but with a = cos-'(Rnd,) . Because of azimuthal symmetry it is not essential to
randomly choose 4, but for conceptual completeness we take (I = 2nRnd3. The
starting z-position is given by zo = a(Rnd4 - I / 21, and the z-plane intercepts are
determined by b, = L cos 4 - mxz0 and b, = L sin 4 - myz,. Each particle
propagates from the input position until it either goes out the target hole or returns
to the ring-shaped gas pocket at radius L. The flow rate of the particles can be
determined from the ratio of the number of particles that successfully exit the
target to the total number of trial particles. The density of the gas as a function
of position is obtained by summing over the intersections of all the particle
trajectories with each elemental volume of the target.

(a)The density Of the gas as a function Of
cylindricalaxis) for five differentradii uniformly
spaced inside the target hole. The origin is at the
target center. The density is relative to the density
of gas backing the device. (b) The distribution of
gas particles in the target as a function of radius
(Z = 0) fro", he target center out to he inside
edge of the gas pocket (r = 4 mm), where the
density isassignedavalueof l.Thetargetholels

Calculation of Gas Density within the Gas Target
The gas distribution in a target has been calculated using the Monte Carlo
computer simulation of free molecular flow described in the previous section.
The dimensions of the target in the simulation were a = 0.2 mm, c = 0.4 mm,
d = 0.5 mm, and L = 4 mm (see Fig. 54.27). The number of particles propagated
through the system was such that 10,000 successfully exited the hole. The
throughput probability for an individual particle was 0.014, which later will be
used to find the gas-flow rate. This small number indicates that very few particles
entering the system actually exit the target opening before returning to the
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entrance and exit areas (a factor-of-16 difference). Figure 54.27(a) shows the
density of the gas as a function of z (the cylindrical axis) for five different radii
uniformly spaced inside the center hole. The density is normalized to the density
at the inside edge of the ring-shaped gas pocket (length Lfrom the center), where
the backing pressure is known. As can be seen, the density is only weakly
dependent on radius. Along thez axis, the density falls off sharply at the edge of
the hole (located at 0.5 mrn). The reason for this sharp drop is that the particles
within the hole tend to have a strong radial component to their velocity so that
when they exit the hole into the free vacuum, they quickly spread away from
the z axis. Figure 54.27(b) shows the particle density as a function of radius for
z = 0. Again the density is normalized to that in the ring-shaped pocket, so that
at a radius of 4 mm (the boundary with the pocket) the density is 1. From there,
thedensity continually dropsuntilinside thetarget opening (r<0.25 mm), where
the density on average is -0.2.

Gas-Flow Rate
The flow rate of gas through the target can be derived from the throughput
probability calculated using the Monte Carlo technique previously described.
The number of particles that exit the nozzle per time is

where p is the backing particle density, A is the entrance area at the edge of the
ring-shaped gas pocket (2?caL),vmfisthe mean-free velocity of the particles, and
y is the throughputprobability. Introduced here briefly for conceptual convenience,
6 is a small thickness that when multiplied onto the entrance area creates an
element of volume. The factor of 4 in the denominator comes about since only
half the particles within the volume element are moving in a direction that will
take them into the plates, and their component of velocity normal to the entrance
is on average one-half the mean-free velocity. Replacing p by NIV, where V is
the fixed backing volume, and solving the differential equation yields

Since pressure is proportional to the number of particles, Eq. (7) applies as well
to pressure. A useful term for comparison with experimental measurement is
the time it takes for the pressure to drop by a factor of 2. The half-life of the
pressure is
41n2V
thalf =

?I'"vnf

.

This theoretical result can be compared with experimental measurements as a
check of the model.
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A gas target with the same dimensions as used in the numerical simulations
has been tested. The half-lives of the backing pressure in our system predicted
by Eq. (8) for He, Ar, and Xe were 6 s, 19 s, and 35 s, respectively; we measured
9 s, 25 s, and 45 s. The measurements were taken at the pressures where the
molecular flow range was expected to begin for the various gases. The backing
pressures were 1Torr, 0.5 Torr, and 0.3 Torr, respectively. Recall that the pressure
at the target center is a factor of 5 below the backing pressure (see Fig. 54.27).
For each gas, the flow rate approximately doubled when four times the backing
pressure was applied. Higher backing pressures produced faster flow rates since
intraparticle collisions began to reduce the randomness to the direction in which
the particles drifted through thk target. However, these pressures were still
very far below the viscous flow regime. At lower pressures, the gas flow
slowed because the walls and tubes in our backing system began to play a
significant role.
To further test the accuracy of the model, a different gas target with the
dimensions of a = O.l2mm, c = 0.17 mm, d = 0.35 mm, and L = 3.0 mm (see Fig.
54.26) was tested. The calculated throughput probability was 0.013, which for
our system predicted apressure half-life of43 s for Ar; the measured half-life was
35 s. The good agreement between predicted and measured flow rates lends
confidence to the accuracy of the model.

Sensitivity of Gas Flow and Density to the Nature of the Surfaces
The question arises-how sensitive is the flow of gas in the target to the
material nature of the walls. In other words, how good is the assumption that the
particles rebound from the walls of the target with a Lambertian distribution. To
answer the question, the Monte Carlo simulation was modified to allow a
fraction of the particle-surface rebounds to be specular or mirror-like. For a
specular reflection with the planar surface, the new slopes, rather than those of
Eq. (I), are given simply by m; = -m, and ml = -my. For a specularreflection
off the interior surface of the cylindrical hole, the new slopes, rather than those
and
of Eq. (5), are given a s m; = (2sin2 $ - l)m, -sin(2$)rn,
mi, = - sin(2$)mX - (2 sin2 $ - ])my. The Monte Carlo simulations with up to
half the interior particle-surface collisions treated as specular reflections showed
that there is very little effect on the gas distribution except for an increase in the
gas-flow rate (40%). The model therefore seems only mildly sensitive to the
nature of the surfaces.
Experimental Measurement of Gas Density
The gas distribution for a target with the same dimensions as previously
described (a = 0.2 mm, c = 0.4 mm, d = 0.5 mm, and L = 4 rnrn)was measured.
The distribution of gas from the target opening out into the region in front is
characterized using a 45"-off-axis imaging system that observes therecombination
light from laser-induced ionization of Xe. The imaging system employs a lens,
a slit, and a photomultiplier tube, which observes recombination light from a
-500-pm section of the laser beam. The gas target is positioned at various
distances away from the location. Figure 54.28 shows the experimental setup for
the measurement. The laser beam was a 1-pm, 1-pspulse focused withfl70optics
to a peak intensity of 2 x 1014w/cm2. Figure 54.29 shows the effect of the spatial
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Fig. 54.28
The experimental setup for measuring the gas density just inside the target opening and
outward along the z axis.

Fig. 54.29
The calculated density of the gas as a function of z along the cylindrical axis [see
Fig. 54.27(a)] compared with its convolution with the detector resolution.
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resolution of the detection scheme on the calculated density.
The figure shows the axial gas distribution taken from Fig. 54.27(a) along with
its convolution with the experimental resolution. The measured gas density
must be compared to this convolved curve to assess agreement with the
calculated density.
The experimentalresults agree well with the theoreticalpredictions,especially
at lower pressures. Figure 54.30 shows a comparison in absolute pressure
between the predicted and measured gas density for a backing pressure of
1.7 Torr. Again, it should be noted that the results are convolved by the
experimental resolution. As seen in Fig. 54.29, this causes the peak density to
appear a factor of 2 below the actual value. The density was normalized by
comparing the results to the signal obtained when back-filling the vacuum
chamber (target removed) to a known pressure (0.1 Torr). A low pressure had to
be used for calibration to avoid significant refraction of the laser before it arrived
to the imaged position. It was assumed that the gas density was proportional to
the square root of the instantaneous(time scaleof theorder of tensof nanoseconds)
recombination signal.9

Fig. 54.30
A comparison between the predicted- and
measured-gas-density profiles for a backing
pressure of 1.7 Torr.

Figure 54.31 shows the results obtained for a wide variety of backing
pressures. The gas density decreases rapidly outside the target hole along the
laser axis even for pressures up to ten times the molecular-flow-range cutoff. In
the molecular-flow range (backing pressure of 0.5 Torr), the gas density fell by
more than a factor of 10 at a distance of 1 mm from the target opening. With
backing pressures of 3 Torr and 10 Torr applied to the target, the density dropped
by a factor of 10 and 5, respectively, at 1 mm. These comparisons neglected the
convolution effect of the experimental resolution. Inclusion of this effect
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Fig. 54.31
The measured density of thegas as a functionof
z (the cylindrical axis) for ten differentbacking
pressures:0.6, 0.8,
2.5*43 8, l21 and
17 Torr.

improves the contrast by about a factor of 2. The experiment thus shows that the
gas target is capable of exceeding the molecular-flow regime to Kn as low as 0.1
without serious distortion of the gas distribution. It was also found that over this
range of pressure the density in the target hole scales roughly with the backing
pressure. Figure 54.32 shows the measured density in the target opening plotted
against the backing pressure. On the log-log plot, the points should follow a slope
of 1 for them to behave like pure molecular flow. The deviation from a slope of
1 shows that the gas-density profile may have a slight pressure dependence with
the target operating above the molecular-flow range.

Summary
Agas target for use in laser-atom harmonic-generation experiments has been
developed. It consists of a small, cylindrical, double-ended hole through which
the laser passes. Gas enters the hole along the center of its cylindrical wall and
quickly disperses as it emerges out either end of the hole. The target is able
to produce a narrow, low-density gas distribution that can be easily intersected
by a focused laser. The distribution is well characterized both theoretically
and experimentally. Recently, the taqet has been employed successfully in
high-harmonic-generation experiments. The low-density, narrow profile of the
gas is advantageous in reducing the role of phase matching and refraction in
the experiment.1°
To date, harmonic-generation experiments have typically employed a pulsed
gas jet. The gas jet relies on the principles of viscous flow to propel gas from the
orifice in a thin stream where a laser can intersect with the narrow distribution
of gas. In contrast, the gas target relies on the principles of molecular flow to
disperse the gas quickly once outside the central hole. Both systems are restricted
to operating in their respective flow regimes to ensure the narrowest-possible gas
distribution. The two systems are thus complementary in the sense that they
operate in opposite pressure ranges.
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The measured density in the target opening
plotted against the backing pressure. The solid
line,shown for
has a slope of 1.
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